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Abstract—This paper introduces the bidirectional synthetic
aperture radar (BiDi SAR) imaging mode, i.e., the simultaneous
imaging of two directions by one antenna into one receiving
channel, and presents short-term time series of images and interferograms acquired by the TerraSAR-X and TanDEM-X satellites.
A comparison to alternative approaches for the acquisition of
short-term time series is provided. The BiDi acquisition geometry
is defined, and a TerraSAR-X BiDi antenna pattern is analyzed.
BiDi raw data are simulated, sampled with different pulse repetition frequency values, and compared with real BiDi raw data.
The spectral separation of simultaneously acquired forward- and
backward-looking images is explained. This paper presents the image results of BiDi acquisitions with TerraSAR-X and TanDEM-X
satellites flying with 20-km along-track separation. This pursuit
configuration allowed for the acquisition of up to six short-term
repeated images and up to three interferograms in a single pass.
An overview of potential applications for the new BiDi SAR
imaging mode concludes this paper.
Index Terms—Bidirectional synthetic aperture radar (BiDi
SAR), TanDEM-X, TerraSAR-X.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE repeated acquisition of synthetic aperture radar (SAR)
images has opened numerous research areas and fields
of applications, such as change detection [17] or velocity
measurements by along-track interferometry [15], [16]. The
key parameter in the processing and the evaluation of repeated
acquisitions is the time lag tlag between the acquisitions. In
along-track interferometry, the term baseline is used. For spaceborne systems, we consider the discrimination below for tlag as
useful.
• Long term for acquisitions that are repeated after weeks,
months, or years. Example applications are the monitoring
of glacier movements, erosion processes, volcanic activity,
land subsidence, and urban development, e.g., [6], [7],
[10]. The acquisitions can be performed by one or more
satellites, typically in a repeat pass configuration.
• Midterm for repetitions within minutes, hours, or days,
e.g., [18]. More satellites in constellations are required
for repeated images from the same ground area under the
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same geometry. A possible application is flood or tidal
monitoring.
• Short term with a time span of about 10 ms up to several seconds. Examples are iceberg drifts or ship velocity
measurements [9]. More satellites flying in constellations
can be used to realize short-term repeated acquisitions
[8]. An example is the TanDEM-X mission [14], which
flew a pursuit monostatic constellation with an alongtrack separation of approximately 3 s in the so-called
pursuit monostatic commissioning phase [11]. In the nominal helix-like TanDEM configuration, the two satellites
traverse along-track distances from zero to several hundred
meters. This means that time lags from 0 s to about 50 ms.
• Very short term for repetitions in the order of milliseconds or less. These repetition intervals can be obtained in a
single pass by a single satellite with more than one antenna
phase center in the along-track separation. An example is
the Dual Receive Antenna Mode of TerraSAR-X with a
time lag of 0.15 ms [5]. Example applications are vehicle
velocity or ocean current measurements [15], [16].
This paper describes a possibility to achieve short-term
repeated acquisitions with one SAR satellite only, i.e., the
bidirectional (BiDi) SAR imaging mode, and presents image
results obtained with the TerraSAR-X system [4], [13]. Fig. 1
shows the BiDi acquisition geometry [1].
The BiDi imaging is based on an azimuth pattern with two
major lobes pointing into different directions, an increased
pulse repetition frequency (PRF), and a separation of the simultaneously received images in the Doppler spectral domain. We
discovered this possibility of separating images coming from
different directions by analyzing highly squinted SAR data
acquired with the phased array antenna of TerraSAR-X. The
azimuth pattern was steered by a linear phase, which created
a strong grating lobe. The principle of separating fore and aft
images in the spectrum by Doppler processing was shortly
mentioned by Frasier [3] in 2001 in the context of combining
two directional antenna signals into one receiving channel. In
our paper, we describe for the first time the use of the main lobe
and one grating lobe, and present a detailed PRF-dependent
analysis on the spectral separation of nonadjacent Doppler
subbands. Our paper restricts to two major imaging directions
and to almost symmetric backward and forward imaging, but
principally, more than two imaging directions are possible and
the imaging does not need to be symmetric. However, the PRF
needs to be further increased, and the beam shaping becomes
more complex for simultaneous acquisition into more than two
directions. An alternative to obtain three directions or shortterm acquisitions of the same ground area is the combination
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Fig. 2. BiDi data reception. The backscattered signal from the fore and
aft directions are simultaneously received and superimposed into the same
receiving window.

A. Acquisition Geometry and Data Reception
Fig. 1. BiDi acquisition geometry example with simultaneous fore and aft
acquisitions.

of the BiDi with a standard boresight acquisition, as discussed
in Section V.
Another motivation for the BiDi mode development is that
the simultaneous imaging into two directions also means the
acquisition of two widely separated Doppler subbands, which
offers high-accuracy measurement of along-track displacement
[22], [23], e.g., in differential interferometric SARs.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces
the BiDi SAR imaging mode starting from the acquisition
geometry. The raw data reception, the extension of the azimuth
steering beyond the grating lobe limitation, and the spectral
image separation are discussed, as well as azimuth ambiguities
and PRF selection. BiDi raw data simulation supports the
discussion. Section III compares the BiDi mode to other approaches for short-term repeated SAR acquisitions. Section IV
discusses the SAR processing and presents TerraSAR-X BiDi
image pairs. Section V presents BiDi with interleaved boresight
acquisition, and Section VI presents the results obtained by
BiDi acquisitions in the pursuit TanDEM-X configuration, i.e.,
two satellites with an along-track separation of 20 km.

II. B I D I SAR M ODE
This section introduces the BiDi mode. The explanation of
the mode is supported by the simulation of BiDi raw data by
means of independent white Gaussian noise generation in the
I and Q channels. The objective of the simulation is to show
the effect of BiDi illumination into two directions on the raw
data spectrum and how the spectral separation is achieved.
The simulation is based on the parameter set of Table II in
Appendix A, which is the parameter set of the BiDi Singapore
acquisition example presented in Section IV.

The direction of the strongest echo return from a target is the
main beam direction of the azimuth antenna pattern, and the
angle from this direction to the boresight direction is denoted
by the squint angle ψ. In the Doppler spectrum, this direction
coincides with the Doppler centroid fDC . Fig. 1 shows the BiDi
acquisition geometry for simultaneous forward and backward
acquisitions in the directions ψfore and ψaft , respectively. The
azimuth direction is along the flight path, and the slant range
vector in the forward direction is oriented by 90◦ − ψfore w.r.t.
azimuth. In the backward direction, the slant range vector is
oriented at 90◦ + ψaft .
The same target area is acquired twice as the sensor flies
by with an along-track separation in between the two illuminations. Vs is the satellite velocity, and Vg denotes the ground
beam velocity. The closest slant range approach from the sensor
to the target is ro , and the azimuth time of the closest approach
is ta,o . The BiDi data from the fore and aft directions are simultaneously received and superimposed into the same receiving
window. Fig. 2 schematically shows three transmit pulses and
the corresponding receiving windows on the slant range time
axes tr .
B. Extended Azimuth Steering
The acquisition examples of this paper restrict to linear-phase
steering, i.e., no dedicated antenna pattern shaping is used.
By looking to the TerraSAR-X linear-phase antenna pattern
simulation of Fig. 3, it can be seen that, in the array factor, the
main lobe periodically repeats. The main lobe is the one that
points into the desired azimuth steering direction, i.e., +2.21◦
in the figure. The others are denoted as grating lobes in the
following. As the pattern results from weighting the array factor
by the element factor in the middle plot of Fig. 3, the grating
lobes are suppressed for moderate steering angles. The range
of moderate steering angles depends on the antenna subarray
spacing and on the element factor.
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Fig. 3. TerraSAR-X azimuth pattern simulation for a linear azimuth phase
steering to 2.21◦ , no elevation steering. (Top) Resulting array factor. (Middle)
Averaged element factor for horizontal polarization. (Bottom) Resulting twoway azimuth pattern.

In the TerraSAR-X system design, a limitation of ±0.75◦
was established, which corresponds to a suppression of the first
grating lobes by more than 20 dB in the two-way pattern. This
limitation is denoted as grating lobe restriction in the following.
In the BiDi acquisition, the steering is extended beyond this
limitation.
Applying a linear phase only, a convenient steering angle for
BiDi is where the first grating lobe gets a similar element factor
weighting as the main lobe. For the TerraSAR-X antenna, the
angular distance between the grating lobes is
λ
= 4.4◦
da

(1)

with λ being the wavelength and da being the subarray spacing
in azimuth (refer to Table II). Thus, a steering of +2.21◦ was
applied to the array factor. After the element factor weighting,
this results in the two-way pattern on the bottom of Fig. 3
with gain maxima in the ψfore = +2.19◦ and ψaft = −2.22◦
directions. These squint angles correspond to Doppler centroids
of +18.96 and −19.22 kHz, respectively. In the azimuth-pattern
simulation, the gain difference between the main lobe and the
grating lobe is 0.8 dB, which is consistent with the Singapore
acquisition example. However, perfectly balanced main- and
grating-lobe gains can be adjusted.
C. BiDi Raw Data Simulation
The BiDi raw data simulation starts by generating a raw data
signal with the mean normalized power of 0 dB by means of
independent white Gaussian noise in the I and Q channels. The
signal is sampled by a PRF of several hundred kilohertz and is

Fig. 4. BiDi raw data simulation by means of white noise in the I and Q
channels and antenna pattern in the azimuth frequency domain. (Top) Raw data
before antenna filtering with normalized mean power of 0 dB. (Middle) Raw
data spectrum after filtering by BiDi antenna pattern. (Bottom) Raw data after
filtering in time domain.

thus considered as quasi-continuous. The very high generation
PRF is denoted by PRFcon in the following. Fig. 4 shows on the
top the normalized power of the simulated raw data averaged
in range. The dimension of the raw data array is 65 536 × 256
samples in azimuth and range, respectively. Filtering the raw
data with the BiDi azimuth pattern produces the spectrum in the
middle plot of Fig. 4. The bottom plot shows the time-domain
effect of selecting two small frequency bands out of the white
noise.
D. PRF and Spectral Separation
The simultaneous reception of raw data from two directions,
as illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2, is introduced into the simulation
by weighting the raw spectrum with the azimuth pattern, as
shown in Fig. 4. The normalized mean power of the raw data
was 0 dB, and thus, the filtered spectrum reflects the gain of
the two-way pattern. Finally, the bottom plot of Fig. 4 shows
the raw data in the time domain with the mean power raised by
61 dB due to the azimuth antenna gain.
The next simulation step is to sample the continuous raw data
in azimuthby the acquisition PRF (PRFacq ). In our simulation,
we simply calculated the integer divisors that divide PRFcon
into PRFacq values within the TerraSAR-X PRF range of
Table II. Then, the downsampling is only a selection of samples
without interpolation. The acquisition PRF is the key parameter
for the spectral separation of the images. Fig. 5 shows the raw
data after azimuth sampling with PRFacq values of 6469, 5792,
5860, and 2830 Hz. The plots on the top in each frame show the
azimuth pattern main lobe in the fore direction in continuous
style (green) and the grating lobe in the aft direction in dashed
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Fig. 6. Strategy for the selection of acquisition PRF and setting the processed
azimuth bandwidth.

In the frame with 6469 Hz PRF, the grating lobe is folded
close to the position of the main lobe. This causes a superposition of the fore and aft spectra with poor possibilities for
spectral separation. The 5792 Hz frame shows that the grating
lobe moves to the right, and the main and grating lobes can
be identified in the spectrum intensity profile. In the frame for
5860 Hz, the grating lobe moves into a very good position for
spectral separation. Spectral separation can be performed by a
mere bandpass filtering, i.e., selecting the processed azimuth
bandwidth centered on the fore or aft Doppler centroid. Finally,
in the 2830 Hz frame, while PRFacq is further reduced to
the low value of 2830 Hz, several cycles of coincident- and
divergent-folding constellations are passed through. As the
PRF band becomes narrower, the spectra differentiation in the
intensity profile is also reduced. For example, for 2830 Hz
and divergent folding, the intensity profile becomes a constant
value.

E. Azimuth Ambiguities

Fig. 5. Simulated azimuth pattern and simulated raw data spectra for different
acquisition PRF values, i.e., 6469, 5792, 5860, and 2830 Hz from left top to
right bottom. For each PRFacq , the top plot shows the azimuth-pattern main
lobe in the fore direction in the fore PRF band in (green) continuous-line style.
The grating lobe in the aft direction is shown in (red) dashed style folded into
the fore PRF band. The middle plots show the intensity profiles of the raw data
spectra versus the fore PRF band, which is centered on (green vertical line) the
fore Doppler centroid of 18.96 kHz. The bottom plots show the same profile
versus the aft PRF band, centered on (red line) −19.22 kHz.

style (red). The azimuth axis is determined by the fore PRF
band. This means that the grating lobe is folded into this PRF
band. The two lower plots in each frame show the intensity
profile of the raw data versus the fore and aft PRF bands. The
difference between the two representations is only a cyclic shift
along azimuth frequency.

For well-symmetric fore and aft azimuth directions, the
azimuth ambiguity to signal ratio (AASR) is connected to
the spectral separation as the grating lobe is the strongest
contribution of the ambiguous signal energy to the main lobe
and vice versa. Thus, PRFacq , which provides a good spectral
separation, is also favorable in terms of the azimuth ambiguity
performance. Fig. 7 shows the ambiguous azimuth signal directions for the two highest PRFacq values in Fig. 5.
The cyclic behavior of divergent and coincident folding also
becomes visible by plotting the AASR versus PRFacq , as shown
in Fig. 8. As the grating lobe moves relative to the main lobe,
the AASR oscillates between high and low values. The high
value (around 0 dB) keeps constant since it reflects the coincident folding. The low value becomes lower with increasing
PRF since, in the divergent folding, the separation improves
with increasing PRF. The dashed line represents the AASR in
the aft image and is higher than the continuous one of the fore
image. The reason is that the backward-looking grating lobe in
the example is 0.8 dB below the forward-looking main lobe, and
thus, the AASR is slightly worse in the aft image. For perfect
equalized main- and grating-lobe gains, both curves would be
identical.
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Fig. 9. (Left) Single-look stripmap and (right) two-look stripmap acquisition.

Fig. 7. (Red) Ambiguous signal values and (green) coverage directions for
PRFacq causing (top) coincident (6469 Hz) and (bottom) divergent (5860 Hz)
grating-lobe folding. The processed bandwidth is 70% of the 3-dB bandwidth.

Fig. 10. Time lag for sequential fore/aft stripmap acquisition.

Fig. 8. AASR versus acquisition PRF. The processed bandwidth is 70%
of the 3-dB bandwidth and no sidelobe suppression weighting is applied.
(Continuous-line style in green) AASR in the fore image. (Dashed line style
in red) AASR in the aft image.

F. Selection of Acquisition PRF
The block diagram in Fig. 6 shows the basic approach to
set the acquisition PRFacq . The starting point is a desired
on-ground azimuth separation of fore and aft images, from
which the fore and aft azimuth steering angles ψfore and ψaft
are estimated. Antenna pattern shaping should provide some
flexibility for the steering-angle selection. However, a linearphase steering to an angle where the main and grating lobes
show equal gain is an optimum antenna shape and is used in the
TerraSAR-X Singapore example with a steering of ±2.2◦ .
From fore and aft azimuth steering angles, the best PRF
for the spectra separation is estimated, i.e., PRFsep in Fig. 6.
As the spectra separation is connected with the AASR (wellsymmetric fore and aft directions), this can be done by looking
for the minimum AASR (refer to previous section). In parallel,
the acquisition timing parameters [4] need to be calculated from
the acquisition geometry, the PRF among others. The result
is a set of possible timing PRF values, i.e., PRFtim in Fig. 6,
which are adequate for the avoidance of nadir and transmit

Fig. 11. Time lag for toggling fore/aft (left) stripmap acquisition and (right)
BiDi acquisition.

interferences. Finally, a tradeoff between PRFsep and PRFtim
results in the PRF selected for the acquisition, i.e., PRFacq .
In the processing, the desired AASR is finally adjusted by the
processed azimuth bandwidth Bproc .
III. S INGLE -S ATELLITE S HORT-T ERM
R EPEATED ACQUISITIONS
This section discusses other approaches for short-term repeated SAR imaging and compares them against BiDi. In a
stripmap SAR acquisition, the processed azimuth angle span
Δθproc is usually in the order of the 3-dB azimuth beamwidth
Δθ3 dB . The PRF is usually selected slightly higher than the
azimuth bandwidth B3 dB , which corresponds to Δθ3 dB . For
the following discussion, Δθproc is set equal to Δθ3 dB , i.e.,
2 · Vs
· sin(Δθproc )
λ
2 · Vs
· sin(Δθ3 dB ) < PRFstrip .
=
λ

Bproc =
!

= B3 dB

(2)

PRFstrip is the PRF of the stripmap acquisition, Vs is the
satellite velocity, and λ is the wavelength. With Vg being the
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ground beam velocity, the target integration time for single-look
Tint is then defined by
Tint

r0 · Δθ3 dB
=
.
Vg

(3)

A. Multilook Stripmap Approach
A short-term repeated acquisition can be obtained by dividing the processed azimuth angle span into nL azimuth looks.
This is discussed in the literature, e.g., for the measurement of
the azimuth velocity component of moving targets [2]. Fig. 9
shows the integration time Tint for a single-look stripmap
acquisition on the left and the reduced integration time per look
Tint,multi for processing two azimuth looks on the right. The
azimuth time lag tlag,multi between the outer looks in a repeated
look acquisition with nL looks is


r0 · Δθ3 dB
1
tlag,multi =
· 1−
.
(4)
Vg
nL
The theoretical maximum time lag between the outer looks
for nL → ∞ is
tlag,multi,max

r0 · Δθ3 dB
=
= Tint .
Vg

(5)

For the parameter set of the Singapore example in Fig. 15 of
Section IV, tlag,multi,max is 0.44 s, and it is 0.22 s for two looks.
The disadvantage of the multilook approach is the relatively
small time lag and that the integration time needs to be shared
between the looks, which means a reduced azimuth resolution.
The images overlap time Tovl is the common image area of
fore and aft images. In the multilook approach, Tovl,multi is
not limited by the acquisition geometry, i.e., it is equal to the
acquisition length (neglecting the azimuth filter length).
B. Sequential Fore/Aft Stripmap Approach
A short-term repeated acquisition can be obtained by a
forward-steered stripmap acquisition followed by a backwardsteered one, as shown in Fig. 10. The fore and aft steering
angles need to be within the nominal steering-angle range, i.e.,
ψfore,nom /ψaft,nom = ±0.75◦ in the case of TerraSAR-X. The
time lag is
tlag,seq =

r0 · (Ψfore,nom − Ψaft,nom )
Vg

(6)

and results with the example parameters to tlag,seq = 2 s. The
images overlap results to
Tovl,seq =

r0 · (Ψfore,nom − Ψaft,nom − Δθ3 dB )
Vg

(7)

which is 1.6 s for the Singapore parameters or 11.1 km onground. The disadvantage of this approach is the limitation
of the image overlap and the time lag restriction imposed by
the nominal steering-angle range. The advantage is that the
standard stripmap PRFstrip is kept, as well as the azimuth
resolution.

C. Toggling Fore/Aft Stripmap Approach
A possibility to overcome the limitation of the image overlap
in the sequential fore/aft stripmap approach is to toggle between fore and aft illumination from pulse to pulse, as is, for
example, possible in TerraSAR-X. Fig. 11 shows on the left the
toggling fore/aft stripmap approach. The image overlap is equal
to the length of the acquisition and is thus not limited apart
from power, temperature, or memory limitations. The time lag
tlag,tog in the toggling fore/aft stripmap approach is identical
to the one of the sequential approach, i.e., tlag,tog = 2 s for
the Singapore parameters. The disadvantage of the approach is
the doubled acquisition PRF compared with PRFstrip . On the
other hand, the PRF in each virtual channel allows for the full
stripmap resolution.
D. Comparison with the BiDi Approach
Fig. 11 shows the BiDi imaging mode on the right. Due to the
extension of the azimuth steering angles beyond the gratinglobe restriction, i.e., |ψaft/fore | > |ψaft,nom/fore,nom |, the time
lag tlag,BiDi , i.e.,
tlag,BiDi =

r0 · (Ψfore − Ψaft )
Vg

(8)

outperforms the sequential and toggling fore/aft stripmap approaches. For the Singapore acquisition example, tlag,BiDi is
5.9 s, which is one order of magnitude larger than for the
multilook stripmap approach and three times the value of
both fore/aft stripmap approaches. However, tlag,BiDi can be
adjusted by antenna pattern shaping to smaller or larger values
under the consideration of azimuth ambiguities and signal-tonoise ratio (SNR).
As in the toggling fore/aft stripmap approach, the image
overlap is equal to the length of the acquisition and is, apart
from satellite resources, unlimited. The disadvantage of doubled acquisition PRF also applies to the BiDi approach. In
contrast to the sequential and toggling fore/aft acquisition
approaches, the BiDi data from the fore and aft directions
are simultaneously received and superimposed into the same
receiving window. In principle, this is identical to the multilook
approach, but the looks in BiDi are not adjacent, neither in
azimuth time nor frequency.
Table I summarizes the comparison of the different approaches for short-term repeated SAR acquisition exemplarily
for the Singapore acquisition parameter example in Table II.
In Table I, two more approaches are added, which allow
repeated acquisition with one satellite and one channel, i.e., the
repeated ScanSAR [12] and terrain observation by progressive
scan (TOPS) [20], [21] modes. The principle is not to scan
the subswathes in elevation but to repeat the acquisition of
the same subswath. The most obvious discrimination of these
modes w.r.t. BiDi and the other approaches is the variation
of the Doppler centroid with the targets’ azimuthal position.
Also, the SNR and the azimuth ambiguity vary along azimuth.
Appendix B details the repeated ScanSAR and TOPS modes for
short-term repeated acquisition. We consider these two modes
to be complementary to the other modes of Table I, which are
based on the stripmap acquisition and a show constant SAR
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TABLE I
S HORT-T ERM SAR R EPEATED ACQUISITION A PPROACHES

Fig. 12. Power profile averaged from 256 range samples. (top) Simulated
raw data after azimuth sampling with PRFacq of 5860 Hz. (bottom) Real
TerraSAR-X raw data (same PRFacq ).

performance along azimuth. The discussion below applies to
Table I.
• Compared with stripmap, the SNR of the BiDi approach
is reduced by 3.7 dB for equal main- and grating-lobe
gains since the element pattern decreases with the steering
angle (refer to Fig. 3). In sequential and toggling fore/aft
steering, the reduction is 0.5 dB due to the steering to
±0.75◦ . For two azimuth looks, the SNR does not change.
Note that, in the case that the duty cycle is kept constant
when the PRF is doubled, the SNR is reduced by another
3 dB for toggling fore/aft steering and BiDi, i.e., −3.5 and
−6.7 dB, respectively.
• Along with an increased acquisition PRF, it may be necessary to reduce the swath width since the receiving window
length plus the transmitted pulse length needs to be smaller
than one pulse repetition interval.
• The SNR deterioration values for ScanSAR and TOPS
repeated approaches are worst case values for the outer
targets of a processed image burst.
• The maximum azimuth steering angle is set to 2.2◦ for
BiDi, which results in equal main- and grating-lobe gains
for pure linear-phase azimuth-pattern excitation. With advanced azimuth-pattern shaping, this limitation may no
longer apply.
• The image azimuth extension for sequential fore/aft
stripmap is set to not applicable (N/A) since the possible
unlimited extension of the fore and aft images in azimuth
is useless without matchable overlap.
IV. T ERRA SAR-X B I D I ACQUISITION E XAMPLE
This section compares a real TerraSAR-X BiDi acquisition
to the raw data simulation results of Section II, discusses
the BiDi SAR processing, and presents Singapore-harbor-area
BiDi images. An additional TerraSAR-X BiDi image example
showing fjords in Norway can be found in [1].
A. Raw Data and Spectral Separation
The power profile of the simulated continuous raw data of
Fig. 4 is shown in Fig. 12 on the top after azimuth sampling

Fig. 13. Intensity profile of raw data from TerraSAR-X BiDi acquisition.
Raw data block with 8192 × 16834 azimuth and range samples, respectively.
PRFacq is 5860 Hz. (Left) Spectrum in the PRF band centered around the
fore Doppler centroid fDC in green. (Right) Centered around the aft Doppler
centroid in red.

Fig. 14. Azimuth position of raw data blocks and valid images for the
Singapore acquisition. Fore and aft images are separated by 5.9 s.

with a PRFacq value of 5860 Hz. The bottom plot shows the
power profile of a sequence of real TerraSAR-X raw data.
Both profiles are generated by averaging over 256 range lines.
The simulated spectral filtering models very well the azimuthpattern weighting of the real raw data and thus leads to a similar
structure in real and simulated raw data. This becomes obvious
by looking to the real raw spectrum in Fig. 13, which is the
superposition of all folded azimuth frequencies and agrees well
with the simulated one in Fig. 5 for 5860 Hz PRF. Since the
steering-angle difference is 4.4◦ and, thus, the scene contents
in the main- and grating-lobe directions vary, differences to the
simulated raw data spectrum are scene-content dependent and
expected.
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B. Fore and Aft Image Processing
Table II in Appendix A summarizes the system, processing, and image parameters for the Singapore acquisition. The
TerraSAR-X raw data are first transformed into range Doppler
domain, and the spectrum is separated into fore and aft spectra by applying the azimuth sidelobe suppression weighting
function with limitation to processed bandwidth once centered
around the fore Doppler centroid fDC and once centered around
the aft Doppler centroid, respectively (refer to Fig. 13). Then,
the processing is separately carried out for the fore and aft
images following the classical extended chirp scaling approach
for stripmap [12].
As customary in the SAR image processing, the SAR raw
data were converted into zero Doppler geometry, i.e., the
focused targets were located at the azimuth time position of
closest approach ta,0 (refer to Fig. 1).
Fig. 14 shows the azimuth position of raw data and valid
images as calculated during the SAR processing. On the top of
Fig. 14, the raw data are extended in the azimuth time from t0 to
t1 and plotted in continuous-line style. On the bottom, the valid
processed aft image is in continuous-line style, and the fore image is in dashed style. The time lag between fore and aft image
is 5.9 s, which corresponds to a distance of 42 km on-ground. In
Fig. 14, U1 is the overlapping area between the valid fore and
aft images with an azimuth extension of 16.5 s or 117.5 km
on-ground. On top, the dashed style rectangles show which
parts of the raw data blocks need to be selected for processing
only the overlap area U1.
Fig. 15 shows the resulting fore (left) and aft (right) images
of the Singapore acquisition. The yellow box in the images
indicates the harbor area onto which Fig. 16 zooms. At the
image positions where the backscatter value is high and is
equal in both images, the colors combine to yellow. There are
a number of nonmoving manmade targets that already show a
considerable difference in the backscatter due to the acquisition
azimuth angle difference of 4.4◦ . The motion of ships is clearly
visible (see Section VI-A).
V. B I D I W ITH I NTERLEAVED B ORESIGHT ACQUISITION
By combining the BiDi acquisition with a boresight acquisition, it is possible to generate a single-satellite short-term series
of three acquisitions of the same target area. The antenna is
switched from BiDi to boresight acquisition and again back
to the BiDi imaging mode. An example acquisition with this
method was executed over the Upsala glacier in Argentina by
TerraSAR-X. The incidence angle was 42◦ , and the acquisition
PRF was 5790 Hz. The antenna azimuth steering angles of
+2.2◦ , 0◦ , and −2.2◦ result in a repetition interval of 3.6 s
between the three acquisitions. Due to the doubled PRF and
the high incidence angle, the swath width is 22.2 km in ground
range, which is less than the standard TerraSAR-X stripmap
swath width of 30 km.
Fig. 17 shows, for the Upsala acquisition, the azimuth position of the raw data blocks and the processed images. A
raw data block in this context means a raw data section with
constant azimuth pattern. The azimuth time is on the x-axis.
The raw data blocks are shown on top, at the actual azimuth

Fig. 15. TerraSAR-X BiDi acquisition of Singapore. (Left) Fore image.
(Right) Aft image. The azimuth direction is on the left, from bottom to top.
(Yellow box) Harbor area onto which Fig. 16 zooms. The images include land,
sea, urban area, and several ships. Ships are either moving or anchoring near
the harbor.
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Fig. 18. Single-satellite short-time series with three repeated acquisitions over
the Upsala glacier. The overlap area U2 from Fig. 17 is first imaged in BiDimode fore direction into the start raw data block, then in the boresight mode,
and stored into the center raw data block. Finally, it is again imaged in BiDi
mode into the aft direction and stored into the after-raw-data block.

Fig. 16. Color composite of (red) fore and (green) aft TerraSAR-X Singapore
acquisition. The azimuth direction is on the left, from bottom to top. Zoomed
detail of Fig. 15.

Fig. 19. TanDEM-X pursuit monostatic acquisition constellation of
TerraSAR-X and TanDEM-X satellites during (left) the Singapore acquisition
and (right) the Upsala glacier acquisition.

As shown in the lower part of the plot, the valid images are
overlapping. The image overlap area U1 in Fig. 17 originates
from the start raw data block only, just as U3 originates from
the after raw block. Fig. 18 shows the overlap area U2, imaged
three times during the start, the center, and after-raw-data block
acquisition.
VI. B I D I ACQUISITIONS IN P URSUIT M ONOSTATIC
TAN DEM-X C ONFIGURATION

Fig. 17. Azimuth position of raw data blocks and valid images for Upsala
acquisition. The imaging mode was switched from BiDi to boresight after the
acquisition of the start raw data block and switched back to BiDi after center
block acquisition.

time positions. The azimuth position of the corresponding
images is shown on the bottom. The starting raw data block
was acquired from t0 to t1 in the BiDi mode. It is green and
produces the green valid images on the bottom, the aft image in
continuous-line style, and the fore image in dashed style. Then,
the antenna was switched to boresight, and the blue raw data
block from t2 to t3 was acquired, corresponding to the valid
image in blue on the bottom. Finally, the after-raw-data block
was again acquired in the BiDi mode (red color) from t4 to
t5 , and the corresponding fore and aft images were obtained.

The unique acquisition geometry available in the
TanDEM-X pursuit monostatic commissioning phase [11]
allowed for BiDi acquisitions with two satellites flying with
an along-track separation of 20 km. Both the Singapore
acquisition and the Upsala glacier acquisition were carried out
in this constellation. This section demonstrates the advanced
possibilities of BiDi in case of the availability of two satellites
flying in along-track separation. A short-time series of
4 images was created for the Singapore example. For the
Upsala example, a six-image time series was first created and
then combined to a series of three interferograms.
A. Four-Image Time-Series Singapore Example
Fig. 19 schematically shows the constellation of the
Singapore acquisition on the left. The TanDEM-X satellite
follows the TerraSAR-X satellite at a distance of about 2.6 s.
Both satellites operate in BiDi mode with simultaneous fore/aft
acquisitions at ±2.2◦ directions, which corresponds to a repetition time of 5.9 s for each individual satellite. Thus, in the
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Fig. 20. Color composite of zooms into TerraSAR-X (TSX) and TanDEM-X (TDX) fore and aft images. Azimuth direction is on bottom from left to right.

constellation, four images were acquired with time separations
of 2.6 and 3.3 s, as indicated in the figure.
Fig. 20 shows, in the left column, the color composite of
the TerraSAR-X fore image in red and the TanDEM-X fore
image in green. Due to the same azimuth acquisition angle
of +2.2◦ , the backscatter is almost identical in both images
(refer to Fig. 16 and the yellow color prevails). As indicated in
Fig. 19 on the left, the time separation is 2.6 s. The blue circle
indicates a ship moving fast into the negative azimuth direction
(visible from the wake). The smaller image on the bottom
zooms onto this ship. By simply counting the pixels between
the ship positions in the TerraSAR-X fore and TanDEM-X fore
images, the velocity was estimated to about 6.1 m/s. The center
top image compares the TerraSAR-X fore and aft images. The
difference in the ship position is 42 pixels. The right column
images finally compare the TerraSAR-X fore and TanDEM-X
aft images. An azimuth velocity causes a change in the azimuth
position of the ship, in the case of two satellites and for one
satellite in fore and aft imaging. The backscatter dependence
on the azimuth acquisition angle is clearly visible in the right
and mid-images. Note the striking degree of similarity between
the two difference images, which is due to the identical angle
difference of 4.4◦ . For comparison, no pronounced backscatter
differences can be observed in the left image, demonstrating
that the backscatter difference is a pure effect of the aspect angle
and not induced by a residual cross-track baseline between
TerraSAR-X and TanDEM-X.

B. Three-Interferogram Series Upsala Example
Fig. 19 shows on the right the acquisition constellation for
the overlap area U2 of Fig. 17. The first image acquired is
TerraSAR-X fore, followed by TanDEM-X fore after 2.5 s,
etc. With the acquisition scheme described in Fig. 17, a shorttime series of six images was obtained and combined to a series
of three interferograms with azimuth time offsets of 3.6 and
7.2 s. Fig. 21 shows the three interferograms obtained from
fore-, center-, and aft-looking images in the form of an interferogram overlay onto the SAR amplitude images. The azimuth
extension of the three interferograms is 20 km.
VII. C ONCLUSION
The BiDi imaging mode allows for single-satellite short-term
repeated SAR acquisitions in the range of seconds. A classification into long-, mid-, short-, and very-short-term acquisition
repetition intervals has been introduced. The BiDi geometry has
been introduced for symmetric fore/aft imaging. In principle,
more directions can be simultaneously acquired, requiring more
effort in antenna pattern shaping and PRF selection.
In BiDi, the raw data from different directions simultaneously arrive at the sensor and are superimposed into the same
receiving window. BiDi raw data have been simulated, and the
raw data spectrum has been analyzed for varying PRF values.
Good accordance was found with the raw data and the raw data
spectrum of real TerraSAR-X BiDi acquisitions. The separation
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Fig. 21. Short-term interferogram time series of Upsala Glacier, overlap area U2 from Fig. 17. Azimuth direction is on bottom from left to right.

Fig. 22. Time lag for ScanSAR (left) and TOPS acquisition (right).

of the images simultaneously received has been performed in
the azimuth spectrum. This approach additionally circumvents
the limitation imposed by the grating lobes in phased array
antennas.
The azimuth ambiguities have been analyzed for a processed
azimuth bandwidth equal to 70% of the 3-dB bandwidth, and
an AASR of −15 dB has been estimated.
The BiDi mode has been compared with alternative acquisition strategies for short-term single-satellite repeated SAR acquisitions, i.e., multilook stripmap approach and sequential and
toggling fore/aft stripmap approaches. It has been found that the
BiDi mode is attractive, particularly due to the circumvention of
the grating-lobe restriction, which allows for longer repetition
intervals with nonlimited extension of the overlapping area.
The pursuit TanDEM-X configuration during the commissioning phase allowed for the generation of short-term series
with two satellites. With the described approach of switching

between BiDi and boresight configuration, six repeated images
have been obtained and combined to three repeated interferograms.
A considerable difference has been observed in the backscatter between fore and aft images due to the different azimuth
steering angles, e.g., 4.4◦ in the Singapore BiDi acquisition
example. The BiDi short-term series can be used for change and
velocity detection. The example of the Singapore acquisition
restricts to a target moving straight into the azimuth direction.
As known in the literature, e.g., [9], a target moving into the
range direction causes a displacement in the azimuth position.
The possibilities of the BiDi imaging mode in terms of velocity
measurement is the subject of future research work.
Further possible applications of BiDi include high accuracy
measurement of along-track displacement by the exploitation of
the widely separated Doppler spectra [22]. Due to the imaging
into several directions, BiDi can also support the understanding
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TABLE II
T ERRA SAR-X S INGAPORE E XAMPLE PARAMETER S ET

The number of repeated acquisitions is nR . The ScanSAR
time lag is identical with the burst duration and the target
integration time Tint,Scan . In the case of two repetitions and for
the exemplary TerraSAR-X parameter set, tlag,Scan results to
0.15 s, which is less than the value for the two-look stripmap approach. The azimuth integration time Tint,Scan and the azimuth
resolution ρaz,Scan can be related to the stripmap single-look
integration time Tint and resolution ρaz,strip , i.e.,
ρaz,Scan = ρaz,strip · (nR +1)

of the flashing-field effect [19]. Finally, BiDi can be used
for improving the radiometric resolution of the standard SAR
imaging mode. It is also a very attractive configuration in
connection with ScanSAR. In this case, two independent looks
can be achieved while maximizing the geometric resolution of
the wide swath ScanSAR mode. It is planned to investigate this
mode for TerraSAR-X in future research work.
A PPENDIX A
T ERRA SAR-X E XAMPLE PARAMETER S ET
As a reference for the performance calculations and image
examples in this paper, Table II summarizes the parameters for
the Singapore acquisition shown in Figs. 15, 16, and 20.
A PPENDIX B
R EPEATED S CAN SAR AND TOPS A PPROACH
Fig. 22 shows on the left a ScanSAR acquisition [12], which
repeats the acquisition two times. From the figure, the condition
for two-time continuous subswath repetitions can be derived,
i.e., the valid burst image Tvalid,Scan needs to be twice the
raw data burst length TBurst,Scan . Then, the time lag tlag,Scan
derives to
tlag,Scan = TBurst,Scan
=

r0 · Δθ3 dB
1
1
·
· Tint .
=
(nR + 1)
Vg
(nR + 1)

(9)

Tint,Scan =

Tint
.
nR + 1

(10)

For two repetitions, the azimuth resolution is three times
worse compared with stripmap. The repeated images overlap
is not restricted. The SNR is a function of the target azimuth
position and, worse for the outer targets. For two repetitions, the
worst case SNR deterioration w.r.t. single-look stripmap look is
−0.9 dB, assuming a sinc-like azimuth pattern and an outer
target. For a center target, the SNR is +1.6 dB better w.r.t.
stripmap. Fig. 22 shows that repeated ScanSAR raw data can
be always generated from a stripmap acquisition. The data
then become ScanSAR by the ScanSAR processing, which
generates burst images longer than the raw data bursts to allow
for continuous subswath imaging. The two images are formed
by time-domain selection. In the two-look stripmap case, the
images are formed by Doppler-domain selection or filtering. A
ScanSAR acquisition becomes more interesting by generating
more than two subswaths, e.g., with different polarizations.
Fig. 22 shows the TOPS mode approach [20], [21] on
the right for two-time repeated acquisition. As in ScanSAR,
the condition for continuous double acquisition is shown,
i.e., the valid burst image extension Tvalid,TOPS is twice the raw
data burst length TBurst,TOPS . From the drawing, TBurst,TOPS
can be derived, and it is identical to the time lag tlag,TOPS , i.e.,
r0
1
· ·(Δψsteer −Δθ3 dB )
tlag,TOPS = TBurst,TOPS =
(nR − 1) Vg


r0
1
·
=
· Δψsteer − Tint .
(11)
(nR − 1)
Vg
In our TerraSAR-X example with the maximum steering
range Δψsteer = 1.5◦ , the time lag tlag,TOPS is 1.6 s, which is
four times shorter than the value for BiDi. The TOPS azimuth
resolution is


Δψsteer
1
·
ρaz,TOPS = ρaz,strip · 1 +
Δψsteer − Δθ3 dB nR − 1

−1
Δψsteer
1
·
(12)
Tint,TOPS = Tint · 1 +
Δψsteer − Δθ3 dB nR − 1
and is 2.3 times the value of the stripmap resolution for the
example parameters and nR = 2 repeated acquisitions. The
factor is not 2.0 due to the invalid samples at the edges of
each burst image. Note that fine tuning of the performance
parameters may allow a slight extension of the nominal steering
range in TOPS since the performance of outer burst image
targets benefits from integrating highly and moderately steered
azimuth patterns, e.g., the SNR and the azimuth ambiguity
performance. In case that an extension of the total steering
range Δψsteer to, for example, 2.4◦ is possible, the time lag
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would increase to 2.8 s. Note also that the observation angle
difference of a point target is ≈ Δψsteer /2 (refer to Fig. 22).
As in ScanSAR, the repeated images overlap is not restricted,
and the SNR deteriorates for targets away from the burst image
center. However, compared with ScanSAR, the SNR variation
is an order of magnitude less in TOPSAR since it is caused by
the azimuth element pattern and not by the array pattern as in
ScanSAR [21]. For two repetitions, the repeated TOPS worst
case SNR deterioration w.r.t. stripmap-1 look is only −0.2 dB,
assuming a sinc-like azimuth element pattern and an outer burst
image target.
In contrast to BiDi, it is not required to double the acquisition PRF in the repeated ScanSAR and TOPS approaches.
However, the azimuth resolution is impaired. The Doppler
centroid shows a variation with azimuth, which can introduce
stronger requirements in terms of the coregistration accuracy
of interferometric pairs [7]. The SAR performance is varying
in azimuth, considerably in ScanSAR, and much less in TOPS.
ScanSAR and TOPS can be used to generate more than two
repetitions of the same subswath with, for example, different
polarizations.
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